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1. The hydrosphere is the wet or _____ saturated portions of the earth.

     	      pressure

     	      mass

     	      temperature

     	--->> water

2. Copper has been in use for at least ______ years

     	--->> 10000

     	      20000

     	      100000

     	      500000

3. The upper limit of the mesosphere is known as _______ .

     	      mesocline

     	      mesoquant

     	--->> mesopause

     	      mesozone

4. Above the stratosphere is _______ .

     	      orasphere

     	--->> mesosphere

     	      saposphere

     	      orapause

5. Flood is the overflowing of a river over its _______ and submerging the surrounding 
areas.

     	      levees
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     	      dikes

     	      tributary

     	--->> banks

6. _______ is the study of the naturally occurring inorganic substances that have 
definite chemical composition and physical character/structure.

     	      Hydrocarbon

     	--->> Mineralogy

     	      Saponification

     	      Mining

7. ______ warming is a phenomenon which lead to the sudden rise in the 
earthÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s temperature

     	      Orographic

     	      Continental

     	--->> Global

     	      Sahara

8. The first known networks of gold-producing areas date from the Eqyptian and Nubian 
times around _______ BC.

     	      260

     	--->> 2600

     	      360

     	      3600

9. The removal of natural materials from within the earth is called ______ .

     	      raw breaking

     	      cracking

     	--->> mining

     	      drogenation
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10. ______ from sun and the concentration of ions in the thermosphere (ionosphere) 
contribute to climatic changes in the atmosphere.

     	      Convection current

     	--->> Radiation

     	      Nuclear activity

     	      Heliostasis
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